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ABSTRACT
The West Virginia Uncovered eTrainer; Creating Content for an Online
Training Guide
Jessica M. Rhodes

This professional project contains an external Web site, which serves as a multimedia journalism
training guide for weekly rural newspapers in West Virginia. The training guide focuses on
issues that many small rural newspapers face, including small staffs and limited budgets and
resources. Small rural weekly newspapers in West Virginia serve as beacons of community
journalism within their counties. Through the use of multimedia, they can enhance their Web
sites to document the lives of those in their community in ways that are far more diverse than
print journalism. This professional project also discusses the issues of social responsibility and
the Internet as well as community journalism and the communitarian theory.
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Introduction and Background
Newspapers, in essence, are businesses, but they are not just for-profit companies, they
are agents of change and public voices on public matters. Over the years, newspapers have
adapted to new technologies. They have gone from typesetting by hand to pagination on a
computer. They have used new technology to make their product better for the community
(Sylvie & Witherspoon, 2002). Even small rural West Virginia newspapers have changed with
the times and begun taking their product online. For example, West Virginia weeklies such as
The Pocahontas Times are online, offering those who live away the chance to catch up on local
happenings. With the addition of a Web site to enhance their daily or weekly newspaper, a staff
can reach an audience far beyond city limits. A resident of Marlinton, West Virginia can read
The Pocahontas Times in their hometown or as far away as China, thanks to the newspaper’s
Web site. Wherever there is an Internet connection, there is a small-town American newspaper.
But are most small rural newspapers taking advantage of this new medium? Are they
capable of putting multimedia packages online? Do they have the training to enhance their online
reporting and keep their readers actively involved and engaged in their newspaper? This
professional project set out to create an online multimedia training guide focused on small rural
weekly newspapers in West Virginia. The online training guide’s premise is to offer newspapers
with small staffs and limited resources access to information that will help them enhance their
Web editions for little to no cost. But the West Virginia Uncovered eTrainer is not limited to
small newspapers only. It is available, free of charge, to anyone interested in learning multimedia
journalism skills.
The 21st century has brought changes in the world of technology, and with those changes
come new ways of communicating to the masses. Major news organizations such as CNN and

MSNBC have Web sites, which they update with the latest national and international stories. In
order to keep up with the trend toward a 24-hour news cycle, newspapers have created Web sites
and hired online reporters. News organizations have also converged to offer more to their
viewers and readers. For example, in Pittsburgh, WTAE, a local news station known as the
Pittsburgh Channel and The Tribune-Review, a local newspaper, recently teamed up as partners
in the media (Internet Broadcast Systems, Inc., 2008). Yet, outside of larger cities, many small
newspapers seem to remain untouched by the converging journalism around them. In West
Virginia, more than half of the rural weekly newspapers have Web sites, but on a much smaller
scale than the Tribune-Review, or even the Charleston Daily Mail (West Virginia Press
Association, 2008).
At the 2006 American Society of Newspaper Editors convention, Charles Pittman, senior
vice president of Schurz Communications in South Bend, Ind., said about small newspapers,
“Great things have always come from things that were once small. You are small and able to
adapt more quickly to the realities of the market. You look to the future because you hear
something coming down the tracks and you refuse to let it knock you off course.” Newspapers
in West Virginia are proving that point by taking a stand in the argument of offering free news
content on the Web. In a personal exit interview for the West Virginia Uncovered training
workshops and the eTrainer professional project, Charlie See, publisher of the Hampshire
Review said: “We didn’t buy into that back when everybody said ‘give your content away.’ In
fact we were being criticized for not giving our content away. And now it’s starting to swing
back the other way. And we think we’re in a position to make a little bit of money that way” (J.
Rhodes, personal interview, March 30, 2009).
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There are 4,195 newspapers in the United States with main offices located outside of
metropolitan areas. The audience of paid weekly newspapers is estimated at 10,146,089 and the
total circulation of free weekly newspapers in the rural U.S. at 3,869,895 (Cross, Fielder, Tigas
and Barnes, 2007). Of these 4,195 rural newspapers, 57 weekly newspapers are located in West
Virginia (West Virginia Press Association, 2008). Of those 57 weekly newspapers, 40 have Web
sites, yet many of these Web sites lack interactivity and multimedia elements. For example, The
Parsons Advocate in Tucker County, West Virginia offers online subscribers content that is not
found in their print edition, but it is limited to photo galleries (www.parsonsadvocate.com).
In West Virginia, in particular, there are many weekly newspapers that have built their
reputations on bringing their communities local news on a weekly basis. In order to keep up with
changes in technology, many of these newspapers need to engage their readers in more than one
way. By adding multimedia and interactive elements to their Web site that they could not include
in their print edition, community newspapers can interactively involve their readers. With the
eTrainer training guide, they do not need to leave the comforts of their own newsroom to access
the multimedia journalism skills presented during the West Virginia Uncovered workshops.

West Virginia Uncovered; Multimedia Journalism from the Mountains project
The West Virginia Uncovered eTrainer was created in conjunction with West Virginia
Uncovered: Multimedia Journalism from the Mountains, a project hosted by the West Virginia
University Perley Isaac Reed School of Journalism. WV Uncovered aims to teach students and
West Virginia weekly newspapers various multimedia journalism techniques. The project was
broken down into two focuses. The first part of the project allowed students the opportunity to
cover stories in West Virginia using video, audio and photography. With the material they
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collected, the students created multimedia packages for the West Virginia Uncovered Web site,
the county newspapers’ print production and Web site, along with the Charleston Daily Mail in
Charleston, West Virginia. The second part of the project aimed to teach the participating
newspapers various multimedia journalism skills to help enhance their newspaper’s Web site.
The project is funded through a grant from the McCormick Foundation and will expand to the
University of Kentucky in 2009.
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Literature Review

Even though there are organizations set up to support rural newspapers (e.g., The Institute
for Rural Journalism) and newspapers looking to train in multimedia (e.g., The Knight New
Media Center), I found little to no research about the use of multimedia at rural newspapers.
Some research has been conducted on the training levels of mid-career journalists in rural
newspaper settings, but there has been no specific focus on the need for multimedia training.
Because of the void in the research for my project, I divided my initial research into several
categories: rural and weekly newspapers, multimedia reporting and training and rural and
community journalism.

Rural and Weekly Newspapers
The biggest challenges faced by rural newspapers are competition from a variety of
sources, staffing issues, circulation declines and an uneducated population (Hansen and Givens,
2007). In April 2007, a study titled “A Survey of Training Methods and Needs at Rural
Newspapers in the United States” was presented at the National Summit on Journalism in Rural
America (Cross, et al., 2007). The study found that almost half of the newspapers surveyed
offered training opportunities to employees and the most common form of specific training
mentioned was in layout and design. In determining the background for their research, the
authors found a void in the amount of research conducted on the mid-career training needs of
rural newspapers. After their initial survey conducted in Central Appalachia resulted in only a
few responses from newspapers, they decided to branch out and examine the needs of rural
newspapers across the country. Many of these newspapers expressed a need and support for mid-
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career training, but several of the smaller newspapers with lower circulation (3,000 or less) could
not afford to pay for their employees’ attendance at conferences that focused on this particular
type of training (Cross, et al., 2007).

Multimedia Reporting and Training
There are multimedia resources available to small newspapers such as crash courses on
reporting and editing for the Web. They provide information and guides to using various types of
software and equipment for editing audio and video, recording sounds and other types of
multimedia gathering as well as inexpensive multimedia equipment and software (e.g., Briggs,
2007). A Poynter/News University Webinar cited equipment valuable for a multimedia
newsroom and listed the equipment according to the best option for the price, ranging from “cost
efficient” to “high-end” and gave the estimated totals for purchasing the cost-efficient equipment
and the high-end equipment (Angelotti, 2007).
There are also blogs set up to teach others about using online journalism. Mindy’s
McAdam’s blog “Teaching Online Journalism” is a posting of notes from her classroom and her
observations of today’s practices of online journalism (McAdams, 2009). In a series of posts
which she titled “Reporter’s Guide to Multimedia Proficiency,” McAdams will discuss 15
methods and provide guidance for journalists who want to transform themselves into multimedia
journalists. In the twelfth post of the series “Learn to Shoot Video,” McAdams breaks down the
broad topic of shooting video into smaller subcategories such as “looking for a story” and “shoot
first, interviews later” (McAdams, 2009). McAdams also writes on a variety of multimedia
topics. She has included posts about equipment and tips and tricks, which she learned throughout
her experiences teaching and practicing multimedia journalism.
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There are also centers available to train mid-career journalists on how to use multimedia.
The Knight New Media Center, for example, is an online tool for journalists who are attempting
to enter the multimedia world. The center provides tutorials on how to use video equipment and
software, and even how to use Web design software (Knight New Media Center, 2006).
Although there is not much research about using multimedia in a rural newspaper setting,
rural newspapers are taking their productions online. In Kansas, a small weekly decided to take
their newspaper online when they noticed that readers were turning to other sources for news.
The 70-year-old Hesston Record asked readers to switch to a pay-based online version. Despite
this move away from traditional printing, publisher Bob Latta believes that the Hesston Record is
still the best and the only source for hometown news: “I think there’s a lot of awareness of the
Internet. A lot of people have computers and are comfortable with them, perhaps more than the
normal town. I don’t have anything to base that on, but it’s my impression. It’s also my hope”
(Quill Magazine, 2003).
In Florida, Ronald Dupont Jr., former general manager of the St. Petersburg Times, left
his job in 2003 to get “back to his rural roots,” leaving the largest weekday newspaper in Florida
to return as editor of the High Springs Herald, one of the state’s smallest weekly newspapers
with an estimated circulation of 5,000. In 2003 the High Spring Herald did not have a Web site
(Sullivan, 2003). As of April 2008, the High Springs Herald has a Web site and Ronald Dupont
Jr. is still the editor (High Springs Herald, 2008). “Being able to work with new ideas and news
technology on a regular basis is an invigorating experience. I think back to the people who got to
live through the start of TV, or the debut of electricity and then I think that I’ll get to tell my
grandchildren, ‘I was there when the Internet started’” (Sullivan, 2003).
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Social Responsibility Theory
Although the Internet allows users overwhelming access to information, journalists, as
part of their profession, must act with social responsibility. The media has an obligation to
society, and they should be truthful, accurate, fair, objective and relevant, even when they are
putting content online (McQuail, 2005). Every journalist – from the newsroom to the boardroom
– must have a personal sense of ethics and responsibility – a moral compass (Kovach and
Rosenstiel, 2001).
If ever a medium cried for the social responsibility theory as applied to journalists, it is
the Internet. The Internet affords every user complete autonomy over personal communication,
along with the power to disseminate content globally with a single click (Singer, 2006). Since
there are no laws of journalism, or the Internet for that matter, a heavy burden rests on the ethics
and judgment of the individual journalist and the individual organization where he or she works.
Just because there are unreliable information sources on the Internet, it does not mean that a rural
newspaper does not have to uphold journalistic standards. Journalists and organizations,
regardless of the medium – Internet or print publication – must self-police (Kovach and
Rosenstiel, 2001). This may be important to the journalist who has an individual need to preserve
his or her occupational identity, but it is even more important to members of the public who have
a compelling social need to differentiate between information that can be trusted and information
that cannot (Singer, 2006).
The move to more reporting online inherently changes the notion of an information
provider’s responsibility to the audience in two potentially paradoxical ways, one
accommodating an absence of accountability and the other accommodating much greater
accountability than ever before. One may choose to publish content on the Internet however they
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please, with virtual impunity, but on the other hand, the two-way nature of Internet allows those
reading content online to respond to it, making information production an interactive and readily
accessible process in democratic societies. The public needs some means of differentiating
between what is valuable to society as a whole and what is less so; otherwise the notion of a
coherent public falls apart as each individual seeks out whatever seems most personally
appealing at the moment (Singer, 2006).
Whether an audience member is conscious of it or not, when they choose a magazine,
television station, newspaper or a Web site, they are choosing the authority of that organization
and the judgment of the journalists who produce it. Journalists, regardless of medium, have an
obligation to personal conscience (Kovach and Rosenstiel, 2001). A multimedia project must
uphold the same journalist standards and practices. If a newspaper is going to put up a Web site
with multimedia supplements to enhance their paper, they must uphold the same ethical practices
as they do for their print piece. The Internet, regardless of its lack of rules and objectivity, is still
a way for community members to get their news. News, in its entirety, must be fair and accurate.

Community Journalism and the Communitarian Theory
Along with the notion of social responsibility, small newspapers are also beacons of
community journalism. In order for online news and multimedia to be successful, small
newspapers must address the idea of community on the Internet, as many already do in their print
editions. Editors and reporters are not only employees of the newspaper, but they are also
residents and community members. For staff members, reporting and daily life tend to bleed
together with so few people to cover. Many of the editors and reporters of the paper are
interviewing neighbors and friends they see every day. Part of being a community journalist is
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being neighborly. In a small town there are only so many people to alienate until you’ve touched
every household in the area (Lauterer, 2006).
The Internet can also be a valuable tool for community journalism. But for some, the
Internet can also be seen as a way to retreat from a community. As James Carey said: “We
apparently want a virtual community rather than a real one.” He adds, “A virtual community is
one that simulates or imitates qualities of a common life and a common culture without the
physical or emotional geography of the small town, the centralized power of the state, or the
exclusive dominion of the market.” Carey also says, “To live in a community is to be aware that
one's life depends on the uncoordinated decencies and actions of others; that life would
constantly fail without the invisible contributions of others who with us inhabit the polity and the
economy. In modem life interdependency only becomes apparent when the technology fails, the
electric power goes off, the garbage workers go on strike and we are threatened by suffocation in
our own filth” (Black, 1997, p. 5).
Carey’s statement is relevant because it has to do with the idea that a community is more
than one person. There are publics, or groups of people, that make of communities, such as the
community of one and the virtual community, but it all comes back to the idea that we need other
people to function. When something stops working, we can either fix it, or rely on someone else
for help. The same goes for a newspaper. Multimedia has to happen within a community setting.
It takes more than one person to make great multimedia, just like it takes more than one person
to produce a community newspaper.
Carey also says that the word “community”, beyond its sheer romance, does some heavyduty conceptual work. It also highlights the necessary interdependence of all human living and
action and, philosophically, calls into question the spiritual individualism on which American
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culture is based while juxtaposing that individualism with the human need for community and
culture as the ground for our functioning species (Black, 1997). The notion of community must
satisfy; it must express and value interdependence without sacrificing individuality. This is the
political work of a republican conception of community and, not so incidentally, a republican
conception of the press (Black, 1997).
People want to be individuals, but at the same time, by nature, humans are social
creatures. We yearn to connect with each other. Whether it’s talking to a neighbor over a cup of
tea, or turning the pages of a newspaper to find out the latest town happenings, or scrolling the
pages of a Web site to keep up on current events to attend, community members want to know
what is going on at all times. The word community might be the bane of a newspapers’
existence, but as a small newspaper, it’s impossible to get away from what community stands
for. Regardless of who a reporter has been told owns their newspaper; the paper’s true owner is
the community. It doesn’t matter where the paper is located as well, because the “middle of
nowhere” is somebody else’s universe (Lauterer, 2006). Every community has a story to tell and
their story can be told to the world with the help of online multimedia.
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The eTrainer Project
Research Statement
Small rural weekly newspapers in West Virginia serve as beacons of community
journalism within their counties. Through the use of multimedia, they can enhance their Web
sites to document the lives of those in their community in ways that are far more diverse than
print journalism. The West Virginia Uncovered eTrainer will serve as a tool for newspapers with
limited resources and a smaller staff to learn how to create and implement multimedia on to their
newspaper’s Web site.

Methodology
In January 2009, the West Virginia Uncovered eTrainer professional project took a turn
from its original path. The project was originally designed to be both a printed manual as well as
a Web site. I decided that focusing on both mediums of distribution was too cumbersome and
switched the focus of the project to an online training guide only. Another reason for the switch
to an online manual online was due to the realization that I could reach a broader audience and
avoid reinventing written training manuals that already focused on multimedia journalism. There
are several training manual Web sites available such as Lynda.com, but there are little to no sites
specifically focused on the needs of small newspapers. What makes this online training guide
different from the others is its focus on the needs and concerns of small rural newspapers with
small staffs and limited funds.
During my initial research for this project, I discovered that there are numerous
multimedia training sites on the Internet. But, to the best of my knowledge, they do not contain
information that specifically catered to small rural weekly newspapers. The Knight Digital
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Media Center offers multimedia workshops at the University of California Berkeley. They also
host many of the workshop tutorials on their Web site. Because many of the rural newspapers in
West Virginia operate far from big cities, there is not as much opportunity to attend large
conferences and training camps on multimedia journalism. There is also a limited budget for new
technology and the issues of smaller staffs.
Thanks to WV Uncovered project, I was granted unlimited access to all the training
sessions held during the 2009 spring semester. The training sessions were broken down into
three multimedia focuses of photography, audio and video. Each of the training sessions was
documented and the material was broken down into smaller specialized segments for the
eTrainer site. The newspapers participating in the training sessions were the Hampshire Review,
The Parsons Advocate, The Pocahontas Times, The Nicholas Chronicle and The InterMountain.
The West Virginia Uncovered eTrainer has a strong emphasis in multimedia journalism
and focuses on using inexpensive software and equipment for multimedia storytelling, gathering
and editing video and audio as well as incorporating still photography and visual journalism
elements into packaged stories for the Web. Users can log on and watch video tutorials,
download PowerPoint presentations and PDFs and listen to audio files from the training
workshops.

Survey
In order to discover information about the newspapers that would participate in the West
Virginia Uncovered training workshops, a preliminary survey served as a method to quickly
gather information. The survey was sent via e-mail to the editor/publisher of each newspaper
participating in the training sessions. The editor/publishers were asked to fill out the survey and
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send it back before attending the first training session. Two newspapers sent the questionnaires
back by the deadline and the rest were returned throughout the course of training sessions. Only
five newspapers received the survey, four weekly papers and one daily newspaper (Appendix 2).
In order to find out information about staff and circulation, the newspapers’ Web edition
and their use of resources of multimedia training, the surveys contained both open-ended and
close-ended questions. The open-ended questions were used as a means for the papers to discuss
or expand on a topic presented. The close-ended questions were used as a method to gain
information about the newspaper’s staff and publication size (Appendix1).

Survey Results
After all of the surveys were returned, I analyzed the data and determined the value of the
results based on their relevance to my research. For any of the misinterpreted survey questions,
the data was thrown out and considered no longer valuable. Despite eliminating several questions
from the preliminary survey, the majority of the data allowed a better understanding of the
newspapers’ current subscribers, their staff size and their overall goal of learning multimedia
(Appendix 2).
In question 1, I asked each editor to list the number of employees, paid and non-paid on
their staff and how many were contributing to the newspaper’s Web edition. After analyzing the
data, I was able to determine that the staffs of the papers were much smaller than anticipated.
Although the staff sizes were small, the majority of the newspapers listed one-half or more of
their reporters who contributed to the online site (Table 1).
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Table 1. Number of Reporters Who Contribute to Print and Web
Total Staff
IM
NC
PA
HR
PT
Totals
Percentage

9.8
4
0.5
5
3

For Web
9.8
4
0
4
3

For Print
9.8
4
0.5
4.5
3

22.3
100%

20.8
93%

21.8
98%

From question 1, I also found that only one newspaper listed staff members who blog for
their Web site. Questions 2, 3 and 4 did not provide much information because four out of five
newspapers do not blog for the paper’s Web edition. The Hampshire Review provided
information about their blogging topics and identifying bloggers, but the overall data was
eliminated due to the small amount of respondents.
Question 5 provided information about the ways that community members could
contribute to each paper. From the data provided, most of the newspapers limited community
submissions to letters to the editor and news photos. The Hampshire Review on the other hand,
accepts submissions of videos, civic group blogs, business pages or blogs and government pages
or blogs.
In question 6, I found that the number of people subscribing to the weekly newspapers’
Web site is 100 or less. The total number of online subscribers to all four weekly newspapers is
240 and the total number of print subscriptions 19,650. The one daily newspaper’s Web edition
subscribers total more than the total combined online subscribers of the weekly newspapers’
Web editions at 5,000 (Table 2).
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Table 2. Number of Subscribers to a Newspapers Print and Web Edition
Print

Online

IM
NC
PA
HR
PT

11000
8900
3800
7150
5350

5000
100
30
50
60

Totals
Percentage

36200
87%

5240
13%

In question 12, the editors were asked to comment about tracking visitors to the
newspapers’ sites and what were the most popular places on the site. The answers provided an
understanding of not only how the papers are using their sites, but also whether or not they are
aware of what people want out of their Web edition. By knowing where readers are viewing
content, the newspapers can make an assumption of the type of content their subscribers enjoy.
When determining where to implement multimedia to increase traffic, a newspaper can look to
the hits on their site for an idea of where the multimedia would best serve subscribers’ needs.
In question 16, the survey asked where the newspapers were looking to for training
resources. In order to rank the helpfulness of the sources, a Likert scale of one to seven was used.
Seven was listed as the most helpful and one as the least helpful. From the responses mean of
each source was found and the data revealed that journalism schools such as West Virginia
University and the West Virginia Press Association were deemed the most helpful resources for
multimedia training according to the newspapers (Table 3).
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Table 3. Rankings of the Helpfulness of Training Resources

IM
NC
PA
HR
PT
Average

WVPA
7
7
3
3
7

NNA
6
4
1
4
1

HigherEd
4
5
5
6
7

Online Tutorial
4
6
4
5
0

Paid Consult
2
2
1
1
0

Other
0
0
5
0
0

5.4

3.2

5.4

3.8

1.2

1

Friends in Industry

In conducting this survey, I wanted to learn about the views of editors toward multimedia
training. Every editor deemed at least one of the multimedia topics listed in question 15 as a
“high priority.” Several listed all of the topics as a “high priority.” In question 19, each of the
editors answered positively toward helping the members of their staff learn multimedia
journalism skills.
The answers to questions 7, 10, 11, 14, and 18 were disregarded from the survey results
because of misinterpretation of the original question. Although the data was eliminated, the rest
of the questions provided me with a picture of how each newspaper is operating in staff size,
circulation size for print and the web, how they provide for their Web site, how they deem
multimedia as a priority, and what are their goals for the West Virginia Uncovered training
sessions. Although the survey questions were not directly related to using an online training
guide, it allowed me to understand how to structure the eTrainer to suit the newspapers’ needs.

Documenting the training sessions
Prior to the start of the training sessions, it was decided that each workshop would be
documented and the material collected would be edited into tutorials, which would serve as the
content for the West Virginia Uncovered eTrainer. The sessions were documented using video,
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audio and still photography. For each training session, a team of West Virginia Uncovered
students helped to collect the raw content. Before the training sessions, I met with the presenters
and discussed his or her plan for presenting material. From that discussion, a documentation
outline was formulated for collecting and the duties were divided between the students attending
the sessions in order to collect the material needed.
The first training session featured the topic of photography. For this particular section, it
was pre-planned that any demonstrations would be videotaped and any segments with a
PowerPoint presentation would be audio only. The audio and video sessions were pre-planned in
a similar fashion so an overall idea of what sections would need a particular documentation was
in place. There was also room for improvising on the fly if needed. Although each session had a
pre-planned documentation method, there were some cases where the pre-determined method
was not always used. For example, if it was pre-determined that all demonstrations would be
documented with video and the situation deemed better for still photos than we would switch to
still photography or use both methods to document the demonstration. The documentation plan
provided an outline, but it was adjusted as needed.

Creating content and the eTrainer site
After each of the training sessions, a plan was developed for how the information
gathered would be edited for the eTrainer. For each section of the eTrainer, the number of
videos, audio files and PowerPoint presentations was determined and an editing plan was
developed. Once a plan for the material was complete, the raw material was broken down and
edited to produce the final video and audio files. Breaking down the PowerPoint files slide by
slide and laying them over audio tracks created several of the videos. The videos presented by
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Mary Kay McFarland for the video training session were broken down into smaller segments to
match her recorded audio. Each of videos created for the eTrainer are under ten minutes long and
featured specific topics such as video cameras, video equipment segmenting video, shooting
basics, etc.
In the video section in particular, the videos were broken down in two different manners.
Several of the videos are about equipment, so a mixture of the presented slides, photographs and
video of her equipment as well as West Virginia Uncovered equipment were used to create a
multimedia package that shows the equipment as it is mentioned in the recorded audio
(Appendix 5).
Mary Kay McFarland also created her own videos for the session, which she used to
show examples of raw footage shot by the staff members at the Charleston Gazette. In order to
use her video for tutorials, her original files were broken down and edited in Final Cut Pro to
match the audio recorded during her presentation. To create the audio files, Audacity, a free
audio editing software program was used. Final Cut Pro was also used to edit some audio files.
Once the first set of training videos, audio files and PowerPoint presentations were ready
for implementation into the eTrainer site, a design meeting was held to determine the look of the
Web site that would house the tutorials (Appendix 6). The meeting was held with WV
Uncovered Webmaster Timothy Broadwater, photography and audio workshop presenter Bill
Kuykendall, project director John Temple and myself. Once the design was decided (Appendix
6), Timothy Broadwater developed and created the final eTrainer site. Broadwater also uploaded
completed files to the eTrainer site.
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Personal interviews
During the final training session, the editors and publishers of the four weekly
newspapers individually answered questions about their experience throughout the project. They
were asked questions specifically about the training session (Appendix 3) and those questions
were followed by another student’s questions about the overall experience of working with WV
Uncovered. The exit interviews were transcribed and used to find common themes (Appendix 4).
The personal one-on-one interviews featured unstructured questions allowing opportunity
to determine the next question due to the direction taken by the interviewee. Although
unstructured questions were used, a predetermined list of questions was developed as a guideline
for the interview. Not all the questions were asked during each interview. Questions were also
left out because of time constraints. The interviewees were pulled out during the lunch break of
final training session, so to keep from running over into the next segment of the session, the
interviews were limited in time. Senior journalism student Elaine McMillion conducted the final
personal interview with Nicholas Chronicle editor Matt Yeager. Because of my participation in
the final segment of the training session, I was not able to interview Yeager. She was provided
with the predetermined list of questions for the interview.

Personal Interview Results
From the transcribed personal interviews, I was able to determine that the newspaper
editors were pleased with the West Virginia Uncovered training sessions and that they would like
to continue in the future. One of the most valuable findings in the exit interviews was the editors’
response to the question of using an online training guide. Each of the editors seemed hesitant,
claiming he or she would rather attend a group training session, which allowed interaction with
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the audience and speaker. None of the editors were opposed to trying the online training guide,
but many stressed that they prefer the classroom setting instead.
Also from the personal exit interviews, I was able to determine future training tutorials
that could be created for the eTrainer. In one interview, an editor mentioned that they would like
to see training on the basics of writing and reporting and another mentioned that they would like
to see a session offered on how to obtain funding for multimedia equipment.

The eTrainer Web site
The West Virginia Uncovered Web site’s homepage features a large Google Map on the
left and a navigation bar on the right. Within the navigation bar are several sections of the site
where users can find the multimedia stories by county. In the navigation bar, he or she can also
find a link for the West Virginia Uncovered Training Program (http://wvuncovered.wvu.edu/
training_program) By clicking on the Training Program link in the navigation bar, he or she is
taken to a default page before entering the eTrainer portal. On the Training Program page, users
will see a large “West Virginia Uncovered eTrainer enter here” button. The button is one of
multiple ways to access the eTrainer page. The other links are located in the text to the right of
the button.
Once a user enters the eTrainer portal, a video introduction begins and it features John
Temple, the West Virginia Uncovered program director, discussing the importance of the
training workshops and the eTrainer Web site (http://journalism.wvu.edu/slideshows/wv_
uncovered). Participants in the eTrainer portal can either watch the introduction video or
immediately click on the materials in the right-hand navigation bar. When a user clicks on an
item in the navigation bar, it will load as a PowerPoint presentation, a video, PDF, or audio file.
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If the item is a PDF or PowerPoint file, the user must double click the icon that appears to the
left and the item will download to the computer’s desktop. If the item is a video or audio file, it
will open on the left and begin to play. Each video, audio file, PowerPoint and PDF has its own
description, which is located under the loaded item.

Optimizing the eTrainer Web site
In March, the eTrainer Web site was created with a preliminary design in order to get the
content on to the Web in a timely manner. Now that all of the content is complete, the eTrainer
could benefit from an optimized Web site design. The current design does not allow for much
usability and instead has small windows to view videos and an ineffective method for accessing
PDFs and PowerPoint files. The content navigation bar also takes up a great deal of the site’s real
estate.
In order to make the eTrainer design effective, and to make it more appealing to
newspaper editors who may seem hesitant about an online training site, one must consider the
user. First of all, the ideal user of the eTrainer Web site would be interested in learning
multimedia journalism skills. Another user of the site would be the editors and staff members of
the weekly newspapers who participated in the West Virginia Uncovered training workshops.
Because the users of the site would be accessing the information to help enhance their Web sites,
the eTrainer should be reflective of a successful way to incorporate multimedia. Examples of
already existing multimedia sites include, Mediastorm (www.mediastorm.org), and “One in 8
Million,” a multimedia feature by the New York Times (http://nytimes.com/packages/html
/nyregion/1-in-8-million/index.html?ref=multimedia). Elements from their Web site could be
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incorporated into the eTrainer’s site to give it more of a multimedia feature story look and
appeal.
What makes these sites so great is that they are not only esthetically pleasing to look at,
but they are also useable. One of the biggest concerns among usability professionals is the time it
takes users to scan the page for the information they want, be it a piece of content, a link to
another page, or a form field. The design should not be a hindrance; it should act as a conduit
between the user and the information (Beaird, 2007).
When designing a Web site, usability must be taken into account. Usability focuses on
functionality, the effective presentation of information, and efficiency (Beaird, 2007). The
usability of the eTrainer site should focus on designing the content so that it is both easy to
navigate through, but also so that the user will not find it a hindrance that the video window is
too small, or that they can not see the description in order to understand what the video is about.
The Web site should also provide a link back to the original site, so that if necessary, a user can
either retrace their steps or go back to the original site to view other content. In this case, the link
should go back to the West Virginia Uncovered homepage.
I believe that in order to draw a user’s attention into the eTrainer site, the emphasis of the
design should focus on the video tutorials. Rather than making the navigation bar and the viewer
symmetrical to each other, the emphasis should lie in the videos and then everything on the page
can be built around the videos. The bulk of the user’s interest will lie in the information
presented in each video. The New York Times “One in 8 Million” puts the emphasis on their
video pieces and your eye is drawn to that section of the page and then you look around to find
out what the video is about. The video is placed as the page’s focal point. A focal point is
anything on the page that draws the viewer’s eye, rather than just feeling like a part of the page
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as a whole or blending in with its surroundings (Beaird, 2007).
Jakob Nielsen also stresses that an import aspect of Web site should be its accessibility,
and the first guideline for accessibility is simplicity (Yank, 2002). A design should have a simple
clean layout that allows the user to find what they are looking for quickly. The current eTrainer
design may be confusing to a user who was not present at the West Virginia Uncovered training
sessions and does not understand how the information is organized. The current navigation bar,
despite its large size is not easy to navigate. The set-up for the headings does not make sense for
the content that appears under that particular topic. The video tutorials are not easily identifiable
and are instead mixed in with the PDFs and PowerPoint files. In future, the PowerPoints will be
uploaded to the site as movie file so that a user can watch them in the eTrainer instead of
downloading them to their computer desktop. In order to make the movie files separate from the
PDFs, the PDFs could be located in an appendix to the site.
Another important aspect of the eTrainer Web site should be its background color. The
eTrainer’s background is a blue color that is associated with many West Virginia University Web
sites. Using blue as a background may say that the site has openness, intelligence, and faith.
Physiologically, blue has been found to calm people down, but it sometimes seen as a symbol of
bad luck and trouble. If it was possible to design outside of the color scheme for West Virginia
University sites, I would chose a background of green because it holds more value to the content
in the eTrainer. The eTrainer site is in conjunction with West Virginia Uncovered, which
features multimedia stories about the state of West Virginia. When I think about West Virginia, I
think of the great outdoors, lots of trees, hiking, hunting, backpacking and great scenery.
Although, the eTrainer is not focused on nature, it is focused on small rural newspapers and
those newspapers are often located in areas with a great deal of scenery that draw in tourists.
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Green is associated with nature. It is a very soothing color that symbolizes growth, freshness, and
hope. It’s much easier on the eyes, and far less active, than yellow, orange, or red (Beaird, 2007).
Although, green may be the more optimal color for the eTrainer, unfortunately, blue may be a
better option to keep conformity with other West Virginia University Web sites.
If I were to design the new eTrainer Web site, I would take cues from “One in 8 million”
and put the focus of the site on the videos, with the navigation of all the additional videos in a
scrolling block underneath the videos. I would make the background a lighter shade of green in
order to make the videos pop against the background. As you scroll through the navigation bar,
the videos will also scroll across the screen to the left. I would place the descriptions and title of
the piece under the video and above the navigation bar. As you scroll through the navigation bar
and the video appears in the main frame, it will play an audio clip and show a freeze frame from
the video. When you click on a video in the navigation bar or on the large video above it will
load and begin to play.
A user’s broadband access (cable, DSL, satellite or dial-up), will determine the amount of
time it takes a video to load in the window. Because many of the newspaper staff members who
will view this site are located in rural areas with limited access to the Internet, a lower broadband
version of the site may need to be created with smaller videos. At my house, I have DSL, and I
was able to access the New York Times’ site without much wait time to download the videos.
However, trying to view larger videos with dial-up access would cause a longer download time.
Once the new design is created, it will benefit from testing. In the future, the West
Virginia Uncovered Project could test its entire site to find out how users click around to find
information. Focus groups could be conducted to find out how users feel about how the content
is arranged on the eTrainer site, but that is an entirely new graduate student project and due to
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time limitations, I was not able to conduct a similar test for my project.

Project Timeline
The research stage of the professional project began in spring 2008 and was carried out in
Morgantown, West Virginia. The multimedia training sessions for the West Virginia Uncovered
Project were held in Romney and Elkins, West Virginia. The training sessions began on February
13, 2009 and ended on March 30, 2009. As part of the grant from the McCormick Foundation,
each of the participating newspapers received an invitation to attend the training sessions held by
the West Virginia Uncovered project and each newspaper was given a Flip Mino camcorder to
begin recording video for their sites. The training sessions featured multimedia and Web design
experts Bill Kuykendall, Mary Kay McFarland and Tim Broadwater. The West Virginia weekly
newspapers invited to seminar were the Hampshire Review, The Parsons Advocate, The Nicholas
Chronicle and The Pocahontas Times. The InterMountain, a daily newspaper in Randolph
County was also invited because they graciously helped to host the training sessions located in
Elkins.
Development of the eTrainer portion of the project began in December 2008 and ended in
April 2009. Prior to the training sessions in February, each of the participating newspapers
received the West Virginia Uncovered Participating Newspaper Questionnaire (Appendix 1). In
February, with the help of several West Virginia Uncovered project members, the training
sessions were documented using video, audio and photographs. From February to April, the
eTrainer content was collected, edited and created.
In early March 2009, the eTrainer Web site went live. On March 30, 2009, the final
training session was held in Elkins, West Virginia. At that session, each editor of the weekly
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newspapers participated in a short exit interview for the training manual and the overall project.
In April, the project was finalized and the last set of tutorials went live on the West Virginia
Uncovered eTrainer Web site.
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Conclusion

When I set out to create this project, I started with the goal of creating a multimedia
training manual that was designed specifically for the needs and wants of small rural newspapers
in West Virginia. As the project developed, it became more apparent that the need for an online
training site with the same information would benefit a greater audience. With an online training
guide, I could still achieve my goal of helping newspapers with limited resources and small staffs
to access information about multimedia training in one centralized location. Now that the site has
gone live, it will be available to the newspapers that attended the training sessions as well as
anybody looking to find information about incorporating multimedia on a limited budget.
I am pleased with the end result of the tutorials that were created during this project and I
hope that future research can continue from where I left off. I found that throughout this entire
process, my confidence as a multimedia journalist continued to grow and I became more
passionate about this medium. Because of my increased passion, the desire to share what I learn
with others became even greater. I hope that the West Virginia Uncovered eTrainer will continue
to grow and benefit others, and I hope that it will reach audience not just in West Virginia, but
also around the world. Journalism is continuing to change and small rural newspapers around the
world can take the lessons from this online training guide and use them to enhance the stories of
their communities via the Internet.

Limitations
As with many projects, the West Virginia eTrainer faced a few obstacles along the way.
Prior to the start of the multimedia training sessions, it was thought that the West Virginia
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Uncovered Project would visit each individual newspaper and conduct the training sessions. In a
discussion with the newspapers prior to the start of the training workshops, a newspaper editor
suggested to Bill Kuykendall that it might be easier to pick a central location of Elkins, West
Virginia to hold the sessions. Several of the newspapers agreed to meet in Elkins, but because of
the distance and other constraints, the editor of Hampshire Review opted to have the West
Virginia Project visit Romney for the first two sessions and then they joined the group in Elkins
for the final session.
Because of the limited about of time for each session, I was not able to conduct case
studies with each paper as previously planned. Also, because the project opted not to visit the
individual papers, there was less time to speak with staff members and editors about their
progress on multimedia. However, this probably worked out in the end, because I found out in
the personal interviews that not many of the papers had made headway on incorporating
multimedia into their sites. They were also struggling to find money to buy equipment to start
their multimedia operations. Because these newspapers are so small in staff size, many of their
reporters are pulling double-duty as writers, photographers and now videographers, so the papers
have been slow to incorporate multimedia in their weekly operations.
Due to the limited amount of time to create the training manual and conduct research,
there are several research methods I would have applied to this project if time allowed. The first
method would be to conduct the exit interviews later in the summer after the newspaper staff
members had an opportunity to create a multimedia package and incorporate the new medium
into the newspaper’s Web edition. I would also like to track the number of people who are
visiting the eTrainer site and create a demographic map of viewers. Finally, I would conduct a
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focus group with each of the newspapers that took part in the training sessions and ask them to
look over the eTrainer and give their feedback on its usability and content.

Future Research
This project has the potential to continue in many different directions from my completed
project. In the future, I would like to see a graduate student with an advertising background,
create a section of online training materials focused on how these newspapers can build revenue
through online advertisements and help them to create a business model. I also feel training
materials on basic writing and editing skills could be added to the eTrainer. The newspaper
editors also mentioned in their exit interviews that a refresher on how to write an effective story
and basic journalistic skills would be a training session that they would like to see in the future.
I think the next step from my research, and possibly another future graduate student
professional project is to continue the training manual by adding additional content, but also after
the site is redesigned, finding effectiveness of the material presented. Are people accessing the
content and applying it to their daily reporting? Are there any success stories from the Web site?
The student could set up a way for people to send comments and a way for users to possibly
receive a survey after they have logged on to the site. There are endless possibilities for the
future of the West Virginia Uncovered eTrainer. The most exciting part of completing my
portion of the eTrainer is that it can only grow from here. I hope that someone can pick up where
I left off and continue to help rural newspapers build their businesses.
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Appendices
Appendix 1.
West Virginia Uncovered Participating Newspapers Questionnaire
Newspaper Name: __________________________________Date:________________
Your name: __________________________________Job title:____________________

1.

Please enter the following information: Note FTE = full time equivalent, i.e. one FTE
adds up to 40 hours/wk; Personal = blogs on a wide variety of topics chosen at the
discretion of the blogger; Topical = blog(s) devoted to specific topics such as hunting, the
economy, home improvement, etc.

Staff positions

Total Staff

Total 100%
FTE paid
staff

Total unpaid
contributors

How many
produce
content for
the web?

How many
produce
content for
print?

How many blog?
Personal

Topical

Reporters
Photographers
Editors
Advertising/
Sales
Columnists
Community
contributors

2.

What topics are covered by blogs in your online edition?

3.

How do you decide what topics to blog about?

4.

How do you identify prospective bloggers?
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5.

How can community members contribute to your newspaper? Check all that apply.
Letters to
editor

Op Ed
columns

News
photos

Audi
o
clips

Video
s

Personal
blogs

Civic
group blog

Business
page or
blog

Government
page or blog

Print
Web

6.

Please answer the following to the best of your knowledge:
How many readers subscribe to your print edition?
Your online edition?
Both?

7.

When it comes to uploading content to your website, how much do you repurpose from
the print edition?

Amount
repurposed:

News

Sports

Features

Obits

Calendar of
events

Other

100%
75% to 99%
50% to 75%
Less thatn 50%
None

8.

Does your web edition contain content that does not appear in your print edition?
Yes

No

If yes, please describe this content and how it differs from print content, and explain why
it appears only online.
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9.

Do you use your print edition to attract readers to your website? If yes, please explain
how.

10.

Approximately what percentage of total corporate revenues is generated by:

Subscriptions

Advertising

Print

Print

11.

Web

Web design
and/or hosting

Other

Web

Approximately what percentage of total corporate revenues would you like to generate in
each of these areas?

Subscriptions

Advertising

Print

Print

12.

Sales of
photos

Web

Sales of
photos

Web design
and/or hosting

Other

Web

If you can track the number of hits received by your website, can you say which areas
attract the greatest attention? Please explain.
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13.

How do members of your community access the Internet for all purposes, not just to read
your publication? Are most of them active users who depend on it for a wide range of
social, civic, educational and business purposes, or does the community pretty much
reflect the national average in terms of age, gender, economic status, or do you think your
community lags behind other communities. Please comment.

14.

How do subscribers access your web edition? Please enter a percentage number that you
think best describes the current situation. All should total 100%.

Dial-up service

15.

High-speed cable

DSL service

Satellite

How important is it that your staff members learn to produce multimedia content for your
publication? Please respond by placing the appropriate letter in the boxes beneath each
medium.
“H” — High priority “M” — Moderately High priority “L” — Low priority

Still photography

Audio podcasting

Video shooting &
editing

Other

Other
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16.

How have the following sources of multimedia skills training served you and your staff.
Please circle the number on each of the scales below that best expresses your opinion, #1
being least helpful and #7 being most helpful. Circle NA if this source has played no
factor in your professional development.
1. West Virginia Press Association
1

2

3

4

5

6

Least

7

NA

Most

2. National Newspaper Association
1

2

3

4

5

6

Least

7

NA

Most

3. Higher education, such as WVU School of Journalism
1
Least

2

3

4

5

6

7
Most

NA

4. Online tutorial sites such as Lynda.com
1

2

3

4

5

6

Least

7

NA

Most

5. Paid consultants
1

2

3

4

5

6

Least

7

NA

Most

6. Other ____________________
1
Least

2

3

4

5

6

7

NA

Most
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17.

Please explain how you hope to benefit from the WV Uncovered multimedia workshop
initiative.

18.

How important is the Internet to your staff as an editorial research tool?
1

2

Very important

3

4

5

6

7
Not important

a. If it plays a significant role in research, please describe the types of sites —
educational, governmental, corporate, special interests, personal sites, etc.—that
you find most useful.

b. If the Internet does not play a role in editorial research, what are your primary
methods for researching stories?

19.

How, besides participating in the WV Uncovered project, do you intend to help your staff
acquire new multimedia skills and integrate multimedia content into your publication?
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Appendix 2. Completed West Virginia Uncovered Participating Newspapers Questionnaire
Newspaper Name: _The Inter-Mountain, Elkins, WV
Your name: Don Smith

Date: 3/25/09

Job title: General Manager (former editor)

1. Please enter the following information: Note FTE = full time equivalent, i.e. one FTE
adds up to 40 hours/wk; Personal = blogs on a wide variety of topics chosen at the
discretion of the blogger; Topical = blog(s) devoted to specific topics such as hunting, the
economy, home improvement, etc.
Staff positions

Total Staff

Total 100%
FTE paid
staff

Total unpaid
contributors

Reporters

9.8

9

0

How many
produce
content for
the web?
9.8

How many
produce
content for
print?
9.8

How many blog?

Photographers

2

1

0

2

2

0

0

Editors

3

3

0

3

3

0

0

Advertising/
Sales
Columnists

7

7

0

7

7

0

0

3

0

3

3

0

0

Community
contributors

3

0

3

3

0

0

Personal

Topical

0

0

2. What topics are covered by blogs in your online edition?
n/a

3. How do you decide what topics to blog about?
n/a

4. How do you identify prospective bloggers?
n/a
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5.

How can community members contribute to your newspaper? Check all that apply.
Letters to
editor

Op Ed
columns

News
photos

Print

X

x

x

Web

X

x

x

6.

Audi
o
clips

Video
s

Personal
blogs

Business
page or
blog

Government
page or blog

Please answer the following to the best of your knowledge:
How many readers subscribe to your print edition?
Your online edition?
Both?

7.

Civic
group blog

(We are uncertain about the overlap)

11,000 daily
5,000 daily
16,000 daily

When it comes to uploading content to your website, how much do you repurpose from
the print edition?

Amount
repurposed:

News

Sports

100%

x

x

75% to 99%

Features

Obits

Calendar of
events

Other

x

x

x

x

50% to 75%
Less thatn 50%
None

8.

Does your web edition contain content that does not appear in your print edition?
Yes

No

If yes, please describe this content and how it differs from print content, and explain why
it appears only online.
We place breaking news, alerts and other items that miss our print deadline.
9. Do you use your print edition to attract readers to your website? If yes, please explain how.
Yes. We promote the website in each print edition and all advertisements and use
TheInterMountain.com as a location for special supplements and “evergreen” articles and
only appeared once (and some times never) in print.
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10. Approximately what percentage of total corporate revenues is generated by:
Subscriptions

Advertising

Print

Web

Print

Web

100

0

95

5

11.

Web design
and/or hosting
0

Other
We do printing work for other companies
and individuals

Approximately what percentage of total corporate revenues would you like to generate in
each of these areas?

Subscriptions

Advertising

Print

Web

Print

Web

50

50

70

30

12.

Sales of
photos
.01

Sales of
photos
.05

Web design
and/or hosting
0

Other
33

If you can track the number of hits received by your website, can you say which areas
attract the greatest attention? Please explain.
Home Page – Being the portal to our site, it draws the most attention
Local News – It is the area with current local news
Obits – As with the print edition, it attracts readership.
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13.
How do members of your community access the Internet for all purposes, not just
to read your publication? Are most of them active users who depend on it for a wide
range of social, civic, educational and business purposes, or does the community pretty
much reflect the national average in terms of age, gender, economic status, or do you
think your community lags behind other communities. Please comment.
We have an older community which probably limits the overall usage. We do, however,
have very active on-line group of young people and new residents. The access is quickly
increasing.

14.

How do subscribers access your web edition? Please enter a percentage number that you
think best describes the current situation. All should total 100%.

Dial-up service

High-speed cable

DSL service

Satellite

10

35

20

35

15.

How important is it that your staff members learn to produce multimedia content for your
publication? Please respond by placing the appropriate letter in the boxes beneath each
medium.
“H” — High priority “M” — Moderately High priority “L” — Low priority

Still photography

Audio podcasting

H

H

Video shooting &
editing
H

Other

Other
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16.

How have the following sources of multimedia skills training served you and your staff.
Please circle the number on each of the scales below that best expresses your opinion, #1
being least helpful and #7 being most helpful. Circle NA if this source has played no
factor in your professional development.
1. West Virginia Press Association
1

2

3

4

5

6

Least

x

NA

Most

2. National Newspaper Association
1

2

3

4

5

x

Least

7

NA

Most

3. Higher education, such as WVU School of Journalism
1
Least

2

3

x

5

6

7
Most

NA

4. Online tutorial sites such as Lynda.com
1

2

3

x

5

6

Least

7

NA

Most

5. Paid consultants
1

x

3

4

5

6

Least

7

NA

Most

6. Other ____________________
1
Least

2

3

4

5

6

7

x

Most
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17. Please explain how you hope to benefit from the WV Uncovered multimedia workshop
initiative.
We have a young staff and older leadership. Having this hands-on opportunity gives us a
chance to learn and share. We hope to close the gap between what our young reporters
are doing for their personal use and what our editorial leadership is generating.
18. How important is the Internet to your staff as an editorial research tool?
1

2

3

x

Very important

5

6

7
Not important

a. If it plays a significant role in research, please describe the types of sites —
educational, governmental, corporate, special interests, personal sites, etc.—that
you find most useful.
We are still deciding what we can trust. Our primary use at this time is governmental

b. If the Internet does not play a role in editorial research, what are your primary
methods for researching stories?
Searching government website for data.

19.

How, besides participating in the WV Uncovered project, do you intend to help your staff
acquire new multimedia skills and integrate multimedia content into your publication?
We plan group reviews and sharing of the information presented at the WV Uncovered
project, additional seminars and training, and new equipment purchases.
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West Virginia Uncovered
Newspaper Name: The Nicholas Chronicle

Date: 02/11/2009

Your name: Matt Yeager

Job title: Editor

1. Please enter the following information: Note FTE = full time equivalent, i.e. one FTE
adds up to 40 hours/wk; Personal = blogs on a wide variety of topics chosen at the
discretion of the blogger; Topical = blog(s) devoted to specific topics such as hunting, the
economy, home improvement, etc.
Staff positions

Total Staff

Total 100%
FTE paid
staff

Total unpaid
contributors

How many
produce
content for
the web?
4

How many
produce
content for
print?
4

How many blog?
Personal

Topical

0

0

Reporters

4

3

0

Photographers

3

2

0

0

0

0

0

Editors

4

0

0

4

4

0

0

Advertising/
Sales
Columnists

2

0

0

1

2

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

Community
contributors

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

2. What topics are covered by blogs in your online edition?
At this time we do not host a blog.

3. How do you decide what topics to blog about?
n/a

4. How do you identify prospective bloggers?
n/a

5. How can community members contribute to your newspaper? Check all that apply.
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Letters to
editor

Op Ed
columns

News
photos

Audi
o
clips

Video
s

Personal
blogs

Civic
group blog

Business
page or
blog

Government
page or blog

Print

8

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

Web

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6. Please answer the following to the best of your knowledge:
3,350 (subscribers)
5,550 (single copies)
100
2

How many readers subscribe to your print edition?
Your online edition?
Both?

7. When it comes to uploading content to your website, how much do you repurpose from
the print edition?
Amount
repurposed:

News

Sports

Features

Obits

Calendar of
events

Other

100%
75% to 99%
50% to 75%
Less thatn 50%

X

X

X

X

X

None

8. Does your web edition contain content that does not appear in your print edition?
Yes

No

If yes, please describe this content and how it differs from print content, and explain why
it appears only online.

9.
how.

Do you use your print edition to attract readers to your website? If yes, please explain
Sometimes, if a story has not developed, we point readers to the web site to stay current
with the latest developments.
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13.

Approximately what percentage of total corporate revenues is generated by:

Subscriptions

Advertising

Print

Web

Print

Web

15%

.05%

84.94%

.01%

14.

Web design
and/or hosting
0%

Other

Approximately what percentage of total corporate revenues would you like to generate in
each of these areas?

Subscriptions

Advertising

Print

Web

Print

Web

15

10

54

20

15.

Sales of
photos
0%

Sales of
photos
1

Web design
and/or hosting

Other

If you can track the number of hits received by your website, can you say which areas
attract the greatest attention? Please explain.
The index page attracts the most attention most likely because we offer such little free
content on the site.
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13.

How do members of your community access the Internet for all purposes, not just to read
your publication? Are most of them active users who depend on it for a wide range of
social, civic, educational and business purposes, or does the community pretty much
reflect the national average in terms of age, gender, economic status, or do you think your
community lags behind other communities. Please comment.
I believe that Internet use in Nicholas County reflects state averages fairly closely, though
from anecdotal perspective, I have been surprised at the number of residents 65 and older
that seem perfectly comfortable emailing and turning to the Internet when they are
searching for information.

14.

How do subscribers access your web edition? Please enter a percentage number that you
think best describes the current situation. All should total 100%.

Dial-up service

High-speed cable

DSL service

Satellite

0

10

88

2

15.

How important is it that your staff members learn to produce multimedia content for your
publication? Please respond by placing the appropriate letter in the boxes beneath each
medium.
“H” — High priority “M” — Moderately High priority “L” — Low priority

Still photography

Audio podcasting

H

M

Video shooting &
editing
H

Other

Other
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16.

How have the following sources of multimedia skills training served you and your staff.
Please circle the number on each of the scales below that best expresses your opinion, #1
being least helpful and #7 being most helpful. Circle NA if this source has played no
factor in your professional development.
1. West Virginia Press Association
1

2

3

4

5

6

Least

7

NA

Most

2. National Newspaper Association
1

2

3

4

5

6

Least

7

NA

Most

3. Higher education, such as WVU School of Journalism
1
Least

2

3

4

5

6

7
Most

NA

4. Online tutorial sites such as Lynda.com
1

2

3

4

5

6

Least

7

NA

Most

5. Paid consultants
1

2

3

4

5

6

Least

7

NA

Most

6. Other ____________________
1
Least

2

3

4

5

6

7

NA

Most
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17.

Please explain how you hope to benefit from the WV Uncovered multimedia workshop
initiative.
We hope to gain some knowledge on practical ways to effectively incorporate photos and
video into our web site and begin to offer readers new content that they have not
previously seen in our print editon.

18. How important is the Internet to your staff as an editorial research tool?
1

2

Very important

3

4

5

6

7
Not important

a. If it plays a significant role in research, please describe the types of sites —
educational, governmental, corporate, special interests, personal sites, etc.—that
you find most useful.
Government sites always play a major role in almost all stories as well as special interest
sites for much of our sports reporting.

b. If the Internet does not play a role in editorial research, what are your primary
methods for researching stories?

19. How, besides participating in the WV Uncovered project, do you intend to help your staff
acquire new multimedia skills and integrate multimedia content into your publication?
I intend on encouraging the staff to take advantage of our subscription to Lynda.com to
learn more of the software skills needed as well as possibly sending several to the
Institute of Newspaper Technology at University of Tennessee in the fall. (Assuming the
economy finds its way out of the crapper!)
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West Virginia Uncovered Participating Newspapers Questionnaire
Newspaper Name: ____The Parsons Advocate___________________Date:___2-09-09_____
Your name: __Chris Stadelman___Job title:__Editor/Publisher__

1. Please enter the following information: Note FTE = full time equivalent, i.e. one FTE
adds up to 40 hours/wk; Personal = blogs on a wide variety of topics chosen at the
discretion of the blogger; Topical = blog(s) devoted to specific topics such as hunting, the
economy, home improvement, etc.
Staff positions

Total Staff

Total 100%
FTE paid
staff

Total unpaid
contributors

Reporters

0.5

0.5

0

How many
produce
content for
the web?
0

How many
produce
content for
print?
0.5

How many blog?

Photographers

0.5

0.5

1

0

0.5

0

0

Editors

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

Advertising/
Sales
Columnists

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Community
contributors

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

Personal

Topical

0

0

2. What topics are covered by blogs in your online edition?
N/A

3. How do you decide what topics to blog about?
N/A

4. How do you identify prospective bloggers?
N/A
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5. How can community members contribute to your newspaper? Check all that apply.
Letters to
editor

Print

Op Ed
columns

X

News
photos

Audi
o
clips

Video
s

Personal
blogs

Civic
group blog

Business
page or
blog

Government
page or blog

X

Web

X

6. Please answer the following to the best of your knowledge:
3,800
30
8

How many readers subscribe to your print edition?
Your online edition? (PAID VERSION)
Both?

7. When it comes to uploading content to your website, how much do you repurpose from
the print edition? HONESTLY, I DON’T KNOW WHAT ‘REPURPOSED’ MEANS.
WE USE ABOUT HALF IN SOME FORM ONLINE.
Amount
repurposed:

News

Sports

Features

Obits

Calendar of
events

Other

100%
75% to 99%
50% to 75%
Less thatn 50%
None

8. Does your web edition contain content that does not appear in your print edition?
Yes

No

If yes, please describe this content and how it differs from print content, and explain why
it appears only online.
We do photo galleries, mostly from festivals and sporting events. We use them only
online because of same considerations in print.
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9.

Do you use your print edition to attract readers to your website? If yes, please explain
how.
We promote additional photos and use house ads with our Web site highlighted.

10. Approximately what percentage of total corporate revenues is generated by:
Subscriptions

Advertising

Print

Web

Print

Web

29

1

69.9

0.1

Sales of
photos
0.2

Web design
and/or hosting
0

Other

11. Approximately what percentage of total corporate revenues would you like to generate in
each of these areas?
Subscriptions

Advertising

Print

Web

Print

Web

15

15

59

10

Sales of
photos
1

Web design
and/or hosting
0

Other

12. If you can track the number of hits received by your website, can you say which areas
attract the greatest attention? Please explain.

Obituaries (names only, not full obits) and sports photo galleries are our most popular
items.
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13.

How do members of your community access the Internet for all purposes, not just to read
your publication? Are most of them active users who depend on it for a wide range of
social, civic, educational and business purposes, or does the community pretty much
reflect the national average in terms of age, gender, economic status, or do you think your
community lags behind other communities. Please comment.
More than half of our younger residents (students especially) tend to have high-speed
access (DSL or cable). I’d say older residents lag behind, although the library does have
free high-speed terminals.

14.

How do subscribers access your web edition? Please enter a percentage number that you
think best describes the current situation. All should total 100%.

Dial-up service

15.

High-speed cable

DSL service

Satellite

How important is it that your staff members learn to produce multimedia content for your
publication? Please respond by placing the appropriate letter in the boxes beneath each
medium.
“H” — High priority “M” — Moderately High priority “L” — Low priority

Still photography

Audio podcasting

M

M

Video shooting &
editing
H

Other

Other
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16.

How have the following sources of multimedia skills training served you and your staff.
Please circle the number on each of the scales below that best expresses your opinion, #1
being least helpful and #7 being most helpful. Circle NA if this source has played no
factor in your professional development.
1. West Virginia Press Association
1

2

3

4

5

6

Least

7

NA

Most

2. National Newspaper Association
1

2

3

4

5

6

Least

7

NA

Most

3. Higher education, such as WVU School of Journalism
1
Least

2

3

4

5

6

7
Most

NA

4. Online tutorial sites such as Lynda.com
1

2

3

4

5

6

Least

7

NA

Most

5. Paid consultants
1

2

3

4

5

6

Least

7

NA

Most

6. Other ___Friends in industry_________________
1
Least

2

3

4

5

6

7

NA

Most
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17.

Please explain how you hope to benefit from the WV Uncovered multimedia workshop
initiative.
I’d like the free portion of our Web site to be an attractive one that drives traffic while
allowing us to maintain a paid contention portion. I’d like it to better reflect what’s
happening in our community through audio and video.

18. How important is the Internet to your staff as an editorial research tool?
1

2

Very important

3

4

5

6

7
Not important

a. If it plays a significant role in research, please describe the types of sites —
educational, governmental, corporate, special interests, personal sites, etc.—that
you find most useful.
Mostly government sites or other newspapers. Some interest groups or social networking
sites.

b. If the Internet does not play a role in editorial research, what are your primary
methods for researching stories?

19. How, besides participating in the WV Uncovered project, do you intend to help your staff
acquire new multimedia skills and integrate multimedia content into your publication?
We attend seminars and have participated in online training through Kevin Slimp. Most
of it likely will be trial and error.
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Appendix 3.
Video Training Session- exit interviews
1. From the West Virginia Uncovered Training Project, what are some of your favorite tips
or tricks you’ve learned?
2. Since the workshops began in February, has your newspaper started to incorporate more
multimedia into their Web site? This could include anything from picture slideshows, to
video or audio or anything that you have learned from the training sessions thus far.
a. If yes, tell me about some of the multimedia elements added to your site.
b. If yes, how has the community/your readers responded?
3. What are some of the ways you would like to see more multimedia added to your site?
4. Are you working on any stories that will have multimedia elements on your site?
a. If yes, tell me a little about the assignment.
5. Are you currently working on any projects or story assignments that you think could
benefit from adding multimedia elements? Tell me about those stories ideas.
6. Can you tell me about the motivation of your newspapers staff to increase the amount of
multimedia on your site?
7. If you were offered the opportunity to participate in more training sessions, even those
outside the West Virginia Uncovered Project (at little or no cost), would you accept?
a. Why or why not?
8. What are some of the additional topics you would like to see covered in future training
sessions?
9. If you were given the opportunity to learn multimedia using an online site, would you
participate?
a. Why or why not?
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b. If yes, what are some of the topics you would like explore in an online training
site?
10. How do you feel the WV Uncovered training sessions have benefited your newspaper?
11. Do you have any additional thoughts or comments about the training sessions?
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Appendix 4.
WV Uncovered Training Sessions Transcribed Exit Interviews
Charlie See, The Hampshire Review
CSee: My name is Charlie See and I’m the publisher of the Hampshire Review in Romney, West
Virginia.
JMR: Just a start of question, what has been one of your favorite tips or trick that you’ve
learned?
CSee: Uh, the video today was really, was really neat. Bill had some good things about the
audio, but uh, the video, the first ten seconds, and how to capture the audience.
JMR: Since the workshops began in February, we know that your site has a little bit of
multimedia on it, have you added more since the project started.
CSee: Well, we’re getting ready to. In fact, on Monday, we’re going to put up a media bar which
Bill had initially talked to us about, and uh, and we’re going to have audio on it, and a place for
slideshows and our video and… We actually sold our first commercial too. Video commercial.
So we’re pretty excited about that.
JMR: Are there any stories that your staff is currently working on that could benefit from
multimedia or that you trying to work in that could have a multimedia element and could you
tell me a little bit about that?
CSee: Yeah, the Great Depression. We’re uh, we’re going to do several things on it. We’re
actually going to copy a lot from what West Virginia Uncovered is doing. Uh, we really like the
graphics that you all did, we think it’s really fantastic. In fact, Sallie was just talking to Bill about
graphics and what programs you were using and everything like that.
JMR: And how has your staff been motivated to umm, start working on these different projects
and add a little bit more elements to them.
CSee:: Well.. it’s tough to get staff motivated, it really is. Because they see it as a little bit more
work. So uh. We try to bring as many people to these classes as we could in order to get them
motivated. And today they seem to be a little bit more excited about it, and everything. We’re
really trying to get our reporters to where they’ll take a Flip video with them whenever they go
out and they’ll use it and they just see that as one more thing they have to do besides taking notes
and using a recorder and taking pictures. So it’s.. it’s a work in progress.
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JMR: And umm… Can you, tell me a little bit about if you were offered the opportunity to more
session either with the West Virginia Uncovered Project or outside, would you take that
opportunity and why or why not?
CSee:: Yeah, we definitely would. It’s, it’s uh, hard to get training in this. It really is. It’s uh, that
one-on-one contact is much better than on the web where you watch a, you know, a video or
something like that. So uh, we definitely would keep participating.
JMR: So you like the more uh hands-on, interactive in a classroom setting rather than an online
training site?
CSee: Absolutely. Absolutely. It’s uh, just more personal and uh, and you’re able to get
meaning, more meaning out of it.
JMR: Outside of the topics that we’ve covered, are there anything that you can think of off the
top of your head that you would like to explore, any graphics or anything like that?
CSee: Probably the biggest stumbling block we have and probably any newspaper’s having is,
hey, somehow we have to get the funding for this. I’d love to me, for someone to tell me how I
can pay for all of this. And we’re not paying for ours now. I mean, it’s definitely not, uh paying
the way. But we believe in it enough that we’re going to keep doing it. But, I think at some point
in time, for all newspapers to buy into this, funding is going to have to come to the top and say
okay here’s how you do it.
JMR: So you would like to see a training session maybe in like advertising, or umm, how do you
build more revenue?
CSee: Absolutely. And advertising will be part of it there’s no doubt about it. Uh, there’s some
sites that’s doing some work with credits. And we’re, we’re looking at some of that and we think
that our next site will sell individual stories. And we have a site now that you can, you can, get a
subscription, but uh, not everybody wants to a subscription to a newspaper, they might just want
to buy a couple different things. One thing, we’ve done too is, we’ve not given away our content.
And we didn’t buy into that back when everybody said give your content away. In fact we were
being criticized for not giving our content away. And now it’s starting to swing back the other
way. And we think we’re in a position to make a little bit of money that way.
JMR: And how do you think overall that your newspaper has benefited from these training
sessions?
CSee: Uh, overall great. I mean it’s great, It’s nice to work with students. I’m a former teacher.
So uh, I really enjoy getting around young people and uh, and getting their ideas and see where
they’re going, where you all are going. Your future’s completely different than what ten years
ago it was. You know, they were training to being trained to write for newspapers and now it’s a
completely different atmosphere.
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EM: Alright, first of all… how did you get involved with the project?
CSee: That’s a very good question. Uh, Bill and I’ve kept in touch over the years and I assume,
you know, thinking back, John came to our place one time and did a story about the, about the
review. When he was working in Pittsburgh as a freelancer. And then I think it came about that
he e-mailed me and then Bill got involved and we’d worked with Bill before. So that’s kinda
how it came around.
EM: So when you first signed up for it, what we you looking forward to most about the project?
CSee: You know, I really didn’t know. I really didn’t know what was going to happen. But uh,
we’re always ready for new and different things. New mountains to climb.
EM: What’s been your favorite part about being part of it? Because you were one of the later
newspapers to join actually, so…
CSee: Uh. There again, working with the students. Seeing, seeing the student’s work. And uh,
and just the learning process.
EM: And do you have anything you would like to see change maybe. Someone else mentioned
that maybe designate student’s to work in one county so that they’re working with the editor’s
more and it’s not just parachute journalism where, you know… Would you agree with that? Or
do you like meeting the different student’s, would you like to have more one-on-one interaction.
Or something else that could be changed? Maybe the stories that we’re doing, maybe like
different types of stories?
CSee: No, I think the stories are right on target. I really do. And I think the way the student’s
come in and did the stories, I think are very helpful to them. And it was helpful to us. Uh, as far
as things to change, I think probably, we would’ve been better off to join the whole group, rather
than have sessions on our own. Because that group interaction, talking with others, I think
probably wou;d’ve benefited us. And that was my decision. That I, uh, didn’t want to bring my
staff all the way to Elkins every time. But now, I think probably it would’ve been better.
EM: One more question. Do you plan to stay with the project and why or why not?
CSee: Sure. Sure, I think uh, it’s a great, it’s a great project, uh. At some point in time, I’d even
like to, and this is an idea that Bill threw out, I’d like to have an intern from WVU who’s
multimedia trained in the summertime. We’re not to do an intern this summer for the first time in
15 years, but maybe next summer I’d like to bring somebody in that has some training and
actually work with us.
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Chris Stadelman, The Parson’s Advocate
JMR: Just an opening introduction question, from the Uncovered Training project, what are
some of your favorite tips or tricks that you’ve learned so far?
CS: All of it’s been great. I think, umm, it’s been really practical experience. Being able to
actually go out and get some audio. Umm, we’re already thinking about ways we can use it on a
weekly basis. So you know, I think it’s just been incredibly hands on, which is really helpful.
JMR: Ok, I forgot to do this at the beginning but go ahead and state your name and you position,
title.
CS: My name is Chris Stadelman and I’m the editor of the Parson’s Advocate, a weekly
newspaper in Tucker County.
JMR: Ok so the workshops began in February, umm since then, have you started to incorporate
any kind of multimedia into your Web site?
CS: We’ve started looking at how to do that. Right now, it’s just been the West Virginia
Uncovered projects that we’re linking to. Uh, but we’ve started playing around with it and at
least thinking about how to do it. Umm, it’s a matter of trying to get all the technology ready and
get the hardware ready first.
JMR: And how are your readers responded to the multimedia on your Web site. Have you had
any feedback or can you tell me a little bit about that?
CS: We’ve done more photo galleries, which is sort of, going back to the very first seminar. So
we’ve been able to that and we’ve had great feedback. It’s one of our most popular sections on
the Web site. So that’s been a big plus. Umm, and the few videos we have, we’ve gotten really
good reactions, especially from the folks that have been in them. I think you know, we’re still
working on how to market them a little better.
JMR: Ok, and what are some of the way, or some of the ideas your thinking about adding more
multimedia into your site?
CS: Well, we live in a county that’s umm… got a great arts community. Uh, it’s got a lot of
outdoor activities, so I think we’ll really be able to find some of those neat umm stories where
we can go out hiking, go out to the beautiful areas in Tucker County. I think there will be some
great video, landscape type video that we can really do. Umm, as well as some of the music and
the live, you know, live bars and restaurants that do that on the weekends.
JMR: I know your staff is small, but can you tell me about the motivation of your staff to
incorporate multimedia.
CS: (Laughs) Kelly and I are very excited about it, that would be the umm, but, but I think it’s
also our, umm, helping energize our advertising folks too. She’s working on selling more
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Internet ads. I think the whole concept has gotten everyone to focus more on our Web site in the
community. Which you know, makes it a little easier to sell some of the ads for the Web site too.
JMR: Have you thought about adding some community support? Uh, some contributing photos
or anything like that.
CS: We’ve started to figure out who we might want to do that with. There are several, umm,
people in our community, that are doing blogs and that sort of thing. So we might try to connect
with them. Link their blog with our. Figure out how we might be able to work together or some
of those things.
JMR: Just a couple closing questions for me and then Elaine will ask you some questions.
Umm… Can you tell me if you had the opportunity to do more training sessions at either little or
no expenses outside the West Virginia Uncovered Project would you except and why or why
not?
CS: If they’re as good as these seminars, absolutely. We’ve already talked about trying to have a
lot of the West Virginia Uncovered Project’s stuff recovered at the West Virginia Press
Association annual convention. It’s been invaluable because it’s so practical and hands-on. I’ve
done training seminars at Poytner and API. Umm, and these have been better than those frankly.
JMR: Um, if you were to continue in those training sessions, what are some of the topics, other
than the ones we’ve covered here that you would like to see.
CS: The multimedia has been great. I don’t think it would hurt to go back and do even some
basic reporting and writing. You know I think those kind of seminars are always helpful. One
thing that has really struck me is how important it is to be a good reporter before you can make
any use of any of the multimedia. Whether its audio, video, all of it comes back to being a good
reporter, asking good questions and getting information and then its just a different format to use
it in.
JMR: Ok. And then uh, if you were given the opportunity to learn multimedia on and online
Web site, would you take that opportunity as well?
CS: I would certainly look at it. I think being able to be in the same room, interacting with not
only the people who are leading the instruction, but the others who are learning is, is probably
more valuable. Umm, it would be less time consuming. I guess you wouldn’t have the travel.
Umm, but I really like the idea of everybody being in the same room together.
JMR: How do you feel the West Virginia Uncovered Training sessions have benefited your
newspaper?
CS: I think it’s going to really help us create a buzz. Umm, there’s not a lot of online presence in
our small community, which I think is true for a lot of West Virginia and certainly the smaller
areas of West Virginia. So, I think if we can show that this sort of multimedia, online, exciting
opportunities are there, umm, people will really buy into it. And it will help us a lot with younger
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readers too. Yeah, we know kids want use iPhones and iPod Touches and all that kinda stuff so
it’s really going to help us connect with them.

EM: So mine’s more focused on behind the scenes, how your number one went for West
Virginia Uncovered. So if you could talk about how you got involved with West Virginia
Uncovered, what your expectations were, where you are now.
CS: Umm, well, the way I got hook up, I think is I’ve known John Temple for years when I was
at the Daily Mail. He and I worked together on the bureau class, which I guess was sort of I
guess… I guess a precursor to this to this to some extent, where we were just having print stories
written by WVU students. Umm, it was a great resource for us then, umm, to get good content
from a different area. And I think it provides an opportunity for students to get real hands on
experience, you know, working with a front line editor. So when John asked me if I would
participate in another project, it was a no-brainer for us.
EM: Umm, so what were you told was… What was your involvement supposed to be and what
has it been and have your expectations been fulfilled or…
CS: Umm, I think you know we, sorta started out with some brainstorming for stories that might
be available to do in Tucker County. Umm and how we might approach some of those. Umm,
and that’s been, and I think that’s been a feeling out process. Umm, it’s almost, I think, Andy
and the folks in Morgantown have acted more as the City Editor type working one-to-one. To be
honest, I probably like a little more interaction with the students working on the pieces for us. I
think that would help. Umm, at time it can be parachute journalism, which I think is difficult to
practice whether your at the New York Times or at a weekly in Tucker County. To have the
background of everything that’s going on in the country, the personalities that are involved, you
know, the history of the stories. I think the more interaction the student’s have with the actual
editors actually in the community, the better.
EM: Ok, and… umm, what would you like to see change maybe next year? Would it be more
student’s being involved or more student’s actually coming to the office and talking to you more
or is it different types of stories that we’re not covering?
CS: I think the different kinds of stories have worked out pretty well. In a perfect world, I think
it would be great to have a couple of students, whatever works out, you know, two, three, sort of
assigned to each county. Umm, its been neat to work with different students, but I think if we
were able to build a relationship over a couple of semesters, ideally a couple of years, where they
could get to know Tucker County. They could get to know, you know, our newspaper, how we
do things, umm… I think that would be a big benefit to us and it might help them do the second
and third layers of the stories, because I do think its hard to drop into Tucker County one day,
Pocahontas County the next. Kanawha County another day. Umm, so if we could build those
relationships, umm, I think that’s really important, especially for rural journalism to develop that
over time.
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EM: Any other comments about the project in general?
CS: Yeah, I think its, everything’s been fantastic. Bill Kuykendall’s been a great addition. The
student’s you know, Andy and John have been great to work with and we’re really happy to be a
part of it.
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Pam Pritt, The Pocahontas Times
JMR: You can go ahead and say your name for me and your title and your newspaper
PP: My name is Pam Pritt. I’m the editor and publisher of the Pocahontas Times in Marlinton.
JMR: Just a quicker opener, from the West Virginia Uncovered Project, what are some of your
favorite tips or tricks that you’ve learned so far?
PP: I really liked the tips about how to upgrade our Web site, and how to do better with that. The
Pocahontas Times has for so long been behind the curve in development of its print product.
And we’re finally getting places with it, but to be able to be ahead of the game with our Web
site, I think is a fantastic thing that WVU has given to us.
JMR: Since the workshops began in February, is there any type of multimedia that you’ve added
to your Web site? Or any kind of planning stages to add more?
PP: We haven’t added anything yet, but we have plans. We’ve sat down and talked. We wanted
to wait until the end of these sessions, Until we decided which equipment we wanted to
purchase. Until we decided which stories would really be a good fit and so we have a running list
of ideas of both stories and the equipment that would go along with them. We just want to see
what our most important thing will be.
JMR: And what are some of the ways you would like to see more multimedia? It is, uh, picture
slideshows, videos, podcasts?
PP: We’re going to begin with slideshows. We’re going to, uh, we’re going to, but very quickly I
want to go into video. Podcasts will come quite a bit later for us, I think.
JMR: And how’s your staff feeling about motivated about multimedia? Is there an excitement or
could you tell me a little bit about some of their feelings about adding multimedia elements to
the Web site.
PP: The staff, umm… Jeff Hamil has already, uh, begun. He’s already bought, got his own video
camera and he has practiced and has something up on a site that no one can see but us. And so,
that’s been great. Suzanne Stewart has been thinking more about her photography shots and she
was already a very good award-winning photographer to begin with, but she has been thinking
more about how to incorporate more of those for her web stories. Uh, it’s been very motivational
for us.
JMR: And you don’t currently have any outside contributors, outside the newspaper?
PP: We have a couple of stringers who do some town councils. But nothing, nobody whose
contributing anything for our web.
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JMR: Have you thought about adding any community, maybe blogs or slideshows or accepting
community photos?
PP: I’ve given it some thought. I’m umm, having read blogs, uh on major national news sites,
I’m a little bit weary of that. And how personal people get in their anonymity. To other people
and when you live in a small community and people know each other, you’re always going to be
wondering who that person was. We just haven’t gone there yet.
JMR: And umm, are you currently working on any projects or stories that you think could
benefit from multimedia?
PP: Absolutely. Umm, we have an ongoing story, well quilters are big in our county, so we want
to talk about those because that’s very visual. We have so many musicians. We want to do more
with those people on our Web site. We have a lot of things that we’ll be able to… We’re calling
it our heritage project actually. Our musical heritage, our quilting heritage, you know, our
outdoor heritage. That’s our broad topic.
JMR: And umm, if you were offered the opportunity to, if you were given the chance to
participate in more training sessions even outside the West Virginia Uncovered Project, do you
think you would participate? You can tell me why or why not, if its time constraint or…
PP: I want to participate. Time is a factor. I mean, today I had a conflict because I covered a
trial last year and the sentencing was today so I had to send somebody who had never been to
court just to take notes for me and get the information. So that was, this was, this was, a tough
one for me today. This is important because this about the future… maybe not of our print
product, but of our business. And so, I need to be, I need to be here. And so I’m absolutely about
training and more education for both myself and our staff.
JMR: Do you think it would maybe be more feasible for someone, to or anyone in your staff,
yourself to do online training instead? Maybe that would, if you were given that opportunity
would you do that instead or…
PP: I would give online training a try. But I’m kind of old school. So I like this, I like the ability
to be here, take notes, ask questions. It’s, it’s better for me. But I would be willing to give
webinar a try.
JMR: And what are some of the additional things if you were to participate in another training
session, what are some of the additional topics you would like to see outside of what we’ve done
so far.
PP: Well, off the top of my head, I really can’t think of any. But, I’m sure there are some out
there.
JMR: Ok. And umm… so how do you think these training sessions have benefited your Web
site?
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PP: Just in the fact that we can develop it. We have a better feel for how to develop it.
EM: Alright so, year one is over, and we started out with four, five, six students now and added
four more so what’s been your experience, umm… well first of all tell me how you got involved
with the project?
PP: I guess it goes back a few years. John Temple actually came and to Pocahontas County to
interview me and my partners about the Pocahontas Times for American Journalism Review and
that’s before he became a professor, at WVU. So that’s how he knew about us. When his student
came up with the idea for West Virginia Uncovered, he contacted me.
EM: So what were your expectations going into the project?
PP: I didn’t really have any from the intial call except that student’s would be writing stories and
it would be in print and online. And, you know, that we would get some benefit from, from your
content and you would maybe get some benefit from already being published. And you would
have that experience to go on. But other than that, I really just… I learned as a reporter not to
have expectations beforehand.
EM: Umm, so… looking back on it, what would you, what would I guess, we’re you pleased
with being part of it? Do you want to continue being part of it and why?
PP: I am pleased to be part of it. And umm, and I would like to continue to be part of it. And I
think the importance of it has umm… It’s been a really good two-way relationship. We have
learned so much and gained so much from our workshops, but I hope that the students have
learned that community journalism’s very important. And that there’s personal stories that the
students have done about our, uh, dog catcher, and our women’s prison where the birthing center
is. I hope that those things have made what journalism really is personal to the students.
EM: Do you wish there was more interaction with you and the students? Do you feel a
disconnect because we’re traveling around county to county? We’re not staying in one county
just continuously doing stories.
PP: A little bit. Umm… but not enough to really, I don’t think it deters from the project or from
our end.
EM: Could you say that again, but say, like repeat my question. Like “I think there might be a
little bit of a disconnect…”
PP: Sure. I think there might be a little bit of a disconnect, but not enough that it deters from the
project itself. But umm, the last story we got was late for our deadline and it was supposed to be
page one color, but it ended up being page six, still in color, because we had to have our pages
set.
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Matt Yeager, The Nicholas Chronicle
EM: Introduce yourself and your title
MY: My name is Matt Yeager and I’m the editor for the Nicholas Chronicle in Summersville,
West Virginia.
EM: From the West Virginia Uncovered Project, what are some of your favorite tips or tricks
that you have learned.
MY: Well, umm, the workshop that was done, when he talked about, when Bill Kuykendall
talked about lighting for portraits and umm. (under breathe, what else did he talk about). I guess
you can edit out the pauses?
EM: Yeah.
MY: Umm. Lighting, portraits and what else? Umm, the landscapes. That was real helpful. And
the parts they did about maps and graphics was helpful also. There was something else from that
workshop too. Is it on that sheet?
EM: Since the workshops began in February, has your newspaper started to incorporate more
multimedia into their Web site? And if so, how and what?
MY: Umm, we’ve only done one thing since we started out. And it’s not a, its just a matter of
time pretty much with having a larger paper and a limited staff and putting a lot of those
resources to the print product every week. Umm, we’ve done one thing on the Web site about a
umm fly fisherman who ties flies in umm Craigsville, West Virginia. And umm, but we would
like to expand it a lot more. You know a lot of ideas especially from you know, the audio and the
video and the photography segments about, umm, ways that we can incorporate… There’s a lot
of story ideas that fit a lot more naturally into this medium, into multimedia, than they would on
the printed page. And there’s a lot more, there’s a lot more appeal to umm, people who wouldn’t
normally have much of an interest in, you know, looking at the printed paper.
EM: That was actually a question that I was going to ask you. Are there any stories specifically
that you can think of that could really be enhanced with multimedia or that your staff has already
done and that you could, you know, go back and do follow-ups on with multimedia or
something?
MY: Umm, one thing that I was thinking about today, I mean, I’ve thought several stories ideas
that have come to me over the course of the workshops. One thing, one thing, that I was thinking
about today though was umm, there was a town called Gadd and it was where umm when the
umm river was dammed, the Gaulley River was dammed to make Summersville Lake it kinda
covered where Gadd used to be as a farming community there. And umm, it would be interesting
while those people are still alive who lived in the farming community, umm and they’re getting
fewer and far between, umm to take them out to some of these sites and when the waters recede
in the winter and so you could take., umm, there’s a lot of places that are accessible to take these
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people and umm, you could have them tell their stories on video or audio or both. And umm, to
point out these landmarks with, where things used to be. You can actually see when you go down
to the lake now, without the water being there, umm, you can see where umm, there used to be
bridges and with the lake going down, it falling back into its natural creeks, the creeks just fall
right back underneath the bridges again. Like they used to be. And umm, you see a lot of umm,
farmhouses and things like that, that used to be there. Umm just the frames and you know, the
foundations. But umm, I think that would make one interesting thing. Especially before those
people pass on. And they’ll… one thing that was funny, a story about that was that when they
first, umm, made Summersville Lake and they made the umm, dam there, they were looking for
a way to umm recognize the umm Gadd community and what they had given to the lake and
everything and umm, at first they wanted to call the dam, Gadd dam. But they umm, you know,
thought better of it and called it Summersville dam.
EM: That’s cool. I never knew about that. That would be really interesting. Especially to catch
those people.
MY: Well there’s just a lot of, you know, the stories that you all did for the Web site, umm they
just, they bring up a lot of other story ideas that we’d never thought of before. Umm, and it’s just
been real helpful to get a different kind of mindset there. And you know, you, in the community
every day, you kinda come set looking at things in particular way and then when you get people
like you all that aren’t from the area, looking at them in a different way, umm you give us all
kinds of ideas. You know, different ways to approach the same topics that we wouldn’t have
thought of otherwise.
EM: Cool. Umm… let’s see… can you tell me about the motivation of your news staff to
increase the amount of multimedia on your Web site.
MY: Umm, I think that, the people that have attended with me have offered several ideas of
other stories that we could pursue. Umm… there was a real famous uh, or locally famous man
named Edwin Pratt and umm, one of the staff members that has attended with me was talking
today about umm, the photo essay type thing that you all were having out there. Umm where you
know, there’s probably hundreds of people you could find in the communities to speak at length
on Edwin Pratt. And how you could, you know, umm, put that on the Web site with video. I
mean with photos and audio of people that knew the man real well. He’s umm, you know, people
you him all over, especially people that used to live in the community and moved away. And it
would be real popular with them.
EM: That’s cool. Umm, what are some additional topics you would like to see covered in the
future training sessions? Beyond video today, audio and other day and photography. Would it be
basic reporting and writing techniques?
MY: That would help a lot. I mean to be honest with you. Because I think that, in the case of I
think most community papers in the state, they don’t have journalists educated. I mean
journalists, people who have actually going to journalism school working for them. They have
people probably from the most part that have gotten bachelor’s degrees in you know, history or
umm, English, or other areas, but they don’t have a solid foundation in umm, just basic writing,
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you know. Journalism writing, and just, you know, the questions that need to be answered.
Umm, you know, a good way to write a lede, and I think that that would help a lot. But you
know, then again, its I’m sure that you all have covered the high points as far as you know, the
multimedia and umm, and given us a lot to work with as far as actually getting us rolling and
everything. Umm… and giving us enough that we can start producing stories on our Web sites.
EM: Ok. If you were given the opportunity to learn more multimedia using an online site instead
of actually coming here, do you think you would use it , umm why or why not and would it be
beneficial or do you like the one-on-one interaction?
MY: Umm… I don’t think I would use it if I went to Lynda.com or something like that. Even if
they do have, some, I’m sure that they do have some individual videos that are basically on the
same types of things. But I don’t think that I would umm, approach, I don’t think that I would
incorporate it into the Web site like I would with having you all an Mr. Kuykendall here. And,
umm… you know there’s a lot of… he’s… Mr. Kuykendall been, he’s a great motivator of you
know, looking at these people in your community closer and actually umm, giving them a voice
to umm… speak you know and just umm, exploiting that. Not exploiting it, but just using to
benefit your Web site as much as you can.
EM: Umm… One last question. How do you feel that the West Virginia Uncovered Training
Sessions, for the most part, have benefited your newspaper, your newspaper staff, your Web site?
MY: I think they benefit, like I say, we’re going to pursue a lot more story ideas with it. I think
that it, its umm… I think that most community papers have been scared to a certain degree of
using the Internet because they’re afraid that they’re going to take umm, people away from their
print product. But I think in using these multimedia techniques you all have taught over the three
sessions umm I think that you know, we can. We tell the stories a lot different I think than
anybody else does. And we can use our sites to expand on the audience a lot more than what we
have with just simply the print product. And at the same time since its going to, it’s different
types of content we’re not going to draw people away that would be buying the print product
traditionally. We’re just going to umm be exposing a lot more people to the community that
wouldn’t otherwise have any kind of exposure.
EM: Cool. Okay so how did you get involved with West Virginia Uncovered?
MY: Umm… I believe umm, John Temple contacted me to ask me if I would be interested in
running some, umm, pieces that the project had produced on Nicholas County subjects. I had
heard through Chris Stadelman and then Pam Pritt that is was a good project and that you all had
already produced a least a story or two for each one of those papers. And they were real pleased
with the results from it. So it was pretty much a non-decision really at that point.
EM: Cool. And, what would you like to see changing, this is the first year for it and we’re
changing things and adding more students, umm when it comes to the students reporting stories.
Do you like the stories we’ve done, do you wish they would cover different issues or work with
you one-on-one with editing, or finding sources? Is there anything like that that you think needs
to be changed? Or do you think the way we’re doing it works?
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MY: Yeah, I think it works perfect. I mean not to be a Pollyanna or anything. I couldn’t be
happier with the stories that were turned in. And I think, that, I’m sure that we got a lot of people
to look at your all’s site. At the movies, and then look at your all’s site even further for umm,
other things. But I couldn’t be happier with just the way that it worked. I don’t know that it
seems like it might be kinda cumbersome for umm, a student to be a fulltime student and try to
work with a weekly paper halfway across the state. And umm, it seems like it works a lot better
the way that we did it this past year.
EM: Okay, and you plan on staying with the project and if so, why or why not.
MY: Oh yeah. Yeah, plan on anything that the project does I would like to continue my
participation in it. Umm, I think that, you know, my staff members and I, umm, learned a lot
from the project and umm, I’d like to continue with it.
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Appendix 5.
Examples of Final Cut Video Timeline
“Shooting Basics”

“Video Accessories”
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Appendix 6. eTrainer Design Sketch
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